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2, 2020 RizkThe Federal Trade Commission (FTC) on Friday sued
AT&T for providing misleading information to consumers about text
message billing. The lawsuit details a practice used by AT&T, which

allowed users to continue texting to their friends, without having to pay
the message costs, unless the messages were sent after the recipient had
turned off their smartphone's text messaging capability. The FTC suit,
filed in U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C., came in response to a

complaint it received last year from the consumer group Free Press. The
complaint is similar to complaints the FTC filed against American

Express in 2012, and against AT&T in 2013, both of which resulted in
settlements. "Providing false information to consumers about their
obligations to pay for text messaging services is a deceptive trade

practice," said FTC chairman Joseph Simons in a statement released
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Friday. "People already face plenty of temptation with their
telecommunications products—from privacy concerns to the allure of
games or movies. Americans shouldn't have to contend with additional

scams and tricks as they go about their daily lives." At issue in the
AT&T lawsuit is AT&T's billing practices, which allow users to continue

to text their friends while their smartphone has been muted or turned
off. By doing so, the company says the user can prevent their phone

from being billed for the texts they send, or, if the user chooses, they can
initiate their own fee-based texting services. Not exactly, the FTC says.
The FTC complaint cites several instances in which the company billed
users who hadn't opted out of its texting services, and didn't authorize

any texts at all. AT&T, the complaint alleges, misled customers by
stating that the company doesn't bill for
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